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ABSTRACT
When someone decides to ignore an HTTPS error warning,
how long should the browser remember that decision? If
they return to the website in five minutes, an hour, a day,
or a week, should the browser show them the warning again
or respect their previous decision? There is no clear industry
consensus, with eight major browsers exhibiting four different HTTPS error exception storage policies.
Ideally, a browser would not ask someone about the same
warning over and over again. If a user believes the warning
is a false alarm, repeated warnings undermine the browser’s
trustworthiness without providing a security benefit. However, some people might change their mind, and we do not
want one security mistake to become permanent.
We evaluated six storage policies with a large-scale, multimonth field experiment. We found substantial differences
between the policies and that one of the storage policies
achieved more of our goals than the rest. Google Chrome 45
adopted our proposal, and it has proved successful since deployed. Subsequently, we ran Mechanical Turk and Google
Consumer Surveys to learn about user expectations for warnings. Respondents generally lacked knowledge about Chrome’s
new storage policy, but we remain satisfied with our proposal
due to the behavioral benefits we have observed in the field.

1.

INTRODUCTION

An HTTPS error warning might be the last defense between
an activist and an active network attacker. As a community,
we need security warnings to be effective: clear, trustworthy,
and convincing. Prior research has focused on warning comprehension, design, and performance in the field (e.g., [2, 9,
10, 17, 18, 19]). We look at a new angle: storage policies.
Network attackers and benign misconfigurations both cause
HTTPS errors. Users may perceive warnings as false positives if they do not believe they are under attack. In such a
situation, Alice can override the warning and proceed to the
website. What happens the next time Alice visits the same
website with the same warning? She won’t see the warning
again until her error exception expires, the length of which
depends on her browser’s storage policy. E.g., Edge saves
exceptions until the browser restarts.
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A browser’s exception storage policy has profound usability
and security effects. On one hand, consider a user under
attack who overrides a warning because she incorrectly believes it to be a false positive. Saving the exception forever
puts that user at risk of a persistent compromise. On the
other hand, consider a user who repeatedly visits a website
with an expired but otherwise valid certificate. Showing the
second person a warning every time they visit the site would
undermine the warning’s trustworthiness without providing
much security benefit. Over time, that user will become
jaded and might override a real warning.
We are unaware of any prior research into the effects of exception storage policies. As a result, browser engineers have
selected storage policies without knowing the full trade-offs.
In the case of Google Chrome, the original storage policy
was chosen entirely for ease of implementation. Our goal is
to provide user research and a security analysis to inform
browsers’ storage policies in the future.
In this paper, we evaluate various storage policies. Ideally,
an optimal policy should maximize warning adherence and
minimize the potential harm that could come from mistakenly overriding a warning. We ran a multi-month field experiment with 1,614,542 Google Chrome warning impressions,
followed by Mechanical Turk and Google Consumer Surveys
(GCS). Based on our findings, we propose a new storage
policy that has been adopted by Google Chrome 45.
Contributions. We make the following contributions:
• To our knowledge, we are the first to study warning
storage policies. We define the problem space by identifying goals, constraints, existing browser behavior,
and metrics for evaluating storage policies.
• Using a large-scale, multi-month field experiment, we
demonstrate that storage policies substantially affect
warning adherence rates. Depending on the policy,
adherence rates ranged from 56% to 70%.
• We propose a new storage policy, grounded in our experimental results and a security analysis of available
policies. We implemented and deployed this strategy
as part of Google Chrome 45.
• We ran surveys about storage policies. Respondents
generally did not have strong beliefs or accurate intuitions about storage policies, suggesting that changing
a browser’s policy would not negatively surprise users.

